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Building will be named
for Dr. and Mrs, Peale
Hope's Academic Science Center will be named in honor of Dr.
and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale,
President Gordon Van Wylen has
announced. Peale and his wife will
be guests of the college at a
convocation Monday at 1 1 a.m.
A SPECIFIC name has not yet
been chosen, Van Wylen said,
since the college wishes to recognize both the Peales by this tribute. The decision to name the
science center after the couple
was made by the Board of Trustees at its last meeting.
According to Van Wylen, this
is a way 4<to recognize what the
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To hold workshop

Lili Kraus to give concert
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Lili Kraus, famed Hungarian
pianist, will present a concert
Nov. 28 at 8:15 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel as part of the
Holland Community Concert Series. She also will hold a piano
workshop on campus the following day.
The workshop will include
master class instruction from
10:30-12:30 a.m. and from 2 to 4
p.m. in the chapel. General admission will be $10, although students will be admitted at $2 for
the day or $1 per session. Registration
will
be
held
from
9:30-10:15 a.m. in the foyer of
the Nykerk Hall of Music.
Ms. Kraus studied under Zoltan
Kodaly and Bela Bartok at the
Royal Academy of Music in Budapest. At the age of 17 she went to
study at the Vienna Conservatory
of Music, and became a professor
there at the age of 20.
During the 1930's she was one
of the most popular pianists in
Europe, and also recorded 10
Beethoven violin-piano sonatas
with violinist Szymon Goldberg.
At the start of a world tour in
1942, Ms. Kraus was arrested on
trumped-up charges by the Japanese in the Dutch East Indies.
Following her three-year imprisonment, she became dissatisfied with her performances, and

more or less began her career over
again. By 1948 she had restored
and surpassed her previous height
of excellence.
Since then she has traveled
almost continuously, appearing
with many orchestras, in music
festivals and at royal command

performances
throughout
the
world. She is also an Artist-inResidence at Texas Christian
University.
Ms. Kraus has recorded the
complete Mozart Piano Sonatas,
and is presently recording the
entire Schubert Piano reportoire.
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LILI KRAUS WITH THE LATE ALBERT SCHWEITZER

NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
Peales have done for Hope, since
both have long been associated
with the college. Their interest in
Hope has been a key factor in
encouraging support of the coll e g e - b y influencing students to
attend and people to give.' 1
PEALE HAS been pastor of
Marble Collegiate Church in New
York City since 1932. Mrs. Peale
is a noted author and lecturer, as
well as a member of Hope's Board
of Trustees. Both are also active in
the Reformed Church in America.
Van Wylen stated that both the
Peales have "made very definitive
contributions to the church and
the nation. Naming this building
after two persons whose distinguishing activities have related
to religion is also a reflection of
our commitment at Hope that
faith and science are compatible."
THE $3.6 MILLION structure
will be ready for the start of the
1973-74 school year, and "is progressing very close to schedule,"
according to Project Manager Henry Boersma. The building originally was projected to be ready for
occupancy by July.

Presently, the builders are attempting to complete outside construction by Monday in order to
enclose the building for winter
heating. With the installation of
portable steam heating units, detailed inside work can begin.
PEALE IS THE author of The
Power of Positive Thinking, which
has sold over three million copies
and has been translated into 33
languages. He and his wife publish
Guideposts magazine.
Dr. and Mrs. Peale were
awarded honorary degrees from
Hope in 1962. In 1964 Peale was
named Clergyman of the Year by
Religious Heritage of America.
MRS. PEALE served as chairwoman of Hope's Presidential
Search Committee, and has been
national president of the Women's
Board of Domestic Missions of the
RCA and the only woman president of the RCA's Board of North
American Missions.
The new science center will
house the biology, psychology,
and geology departments on the
first floor and basement and the
chemistry department on the second floor. Twenty-five classrooms
will be located in the center, as
well as two large lecture halls each
seating more than 100 students.
A SPACIOUS science library
will be contained in the building,
with an expansive greenhouse on
the west lawn. An aviary will also
be located in the building.
General contractor for the
science center is Pioneer Construction Co. Working with Pioneer are
Windemuller Electrical Company
and Phoenix Sprinkler & Heating
Company. Boersma estimated the
total cost of the structure to be
$4 million when it is completely
furnished.

Program termed success

Dubrovnik session expands to include Sarajevo
by Marcy Darin

i

"Hollanders of the Mediterranean" was the French-dubbed
title for the citizens of Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia, an Adriatic city whose
phenomenal trade gave even Venice a run for its money.
CENTURIES later, in 1972, 10
"Hollanders of Michigan" were
among the participants in the first
session of the Hope College Dubrovnik Summer School.
Established by Hope under the
auspices of the Andragogue Center in Zagreb, it is the only American undergraduate summer program of its magnitude in Yugoslavia and has merited praise from
both the U.S. State and Health,
Education, and Welfare Departments.
THE AMERICAN government
is not alone in its enthusiasm for
the program. Michael Petrovich,
assistant professor of history and
director of the summer school,
termed the 1972 program "highly
successful."
He added that it was also "allAmerican" with 13 states and 15
colleges and universities represented by the 26 participants, all
of whom were equally enthusiastic about their summer experience.
CATHY SCHAUB, a Hope junior and Dubrovnik school alumna, shared Petrovich's enthusiasm
for the program. She described

her experience as "fantastic," and
added, "I guess I remember the
people the most. By the time I
left, I had promised to send my
picture to 50 kids when I got back
to America."
Ms. Schaub admitted that although the Serbo-Croatian language is difficult, a serious communication barrier does not exist
since a number of Yugoslavs can
speak English.
AS STATED IN the official
Dubrovnik brochure, the purpose
of the program is to "introduce

students to the most important
aspects of Byzantine, Ottoman
and Renaissance heritages and
confront them with the social and
political realities of present-day
Yugoslavia."
Petrovich explained that Yugoslavia is "a socialist country with a
post-peasant society striving to
develop humanism within the
socialism." Dubrovnik is a unique
location in that it is the only spot
on the Balkan peninsula to be
influenced by the Renaissance, a

\

City of Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, the only spot on the Balkan peninsula
touched by the Renaissance. Examples of Renaissance architecture can
be seen in the background.

period characterized by humanism.
THERE ARE 35 student openings for next summer's seven credit hour foreign study. Drama students will receive nine hours of
college credit.
Unlike last year's program in
Dubrovnik, the 1973 summer
school will be conducted in two
locations. Following a brief orientation in Belgrade, students will
undergo an intensive two week

training period in the SerboCroatian language and 20th century Yugoslav civilization at the
University of Sarajevo. This six
hour daily curriculum is mandatory for all students.
THE SECOND session, which
lasts four weeks and is conducted
in Dubrovnik, offers six possible
courses, each focusing on the
theme of "Historical and Cultural
Perception of Yugoslavia." With
continued on page 2, column I

To students and faculty
As noted in this issue of the anchor, the Board of Trustees has
decided to name the Academic-Science Center in honor of Dr.
and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale. This decision will be announced
publicly next Monday morning. We are eager to provide an
opportunity for faculty and students to participate in this
announcement, and to meet Dr. and Mrs. Peale.
With this in mind, we have arranged a special convocation on
Monday from 11 to 11:30 a.m. Dr. and Mrs. Peale will be
introduced by the Chairman of our Board of Trustees, Hugh De
Pree. They will speak briefly about their vision for and
commitment to Hope College.
The class schedule has been so arranged that all students and
faculty can attend. We invite you to be present for this occasion
and to meet Dr. and Mrs. Peale at the front of the Chapel
immediately following the convocation.
President Gordon Van Wylen
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To be offered again

Dubrovnik called a success
continued from page I
the exception of drama students,
who will confine their studies to
theater, all participants will select
two fields of study from the six.
Offerings include a history
course dealing with "the impact
of the Byzantine and Ottoman
East and the Renaissance and Enlightenment West on the peoples
of Yugoslavia," as described in the
program brochure prepared by
Petrovich. This class features lectures by leading Yugoslav academic and political personalities.
DR. NIKOLA Koljevic, assistant professor of comparative literature at the University of Sarajevo and founder of Sarajevo's
Academy of Dramatic Arts, will
instruct students in the fundamentals of Yugoslav drama.
Together with Georgii Paro, a
leading Yugoslav director, Koljevic will aid students in the preparation of American and Yugoslav plays (in Serbo-Croatian), for
performances during a group tour.
Either John Tammi or Donald
Finn, both assistant professors of
theater at Hope, will provide
American direction in this course.
A COMPARATIVE religions
course will be taught by Dr.
Robert
Coughenour, associate
professor of religion. Students
opting this course will be encouraged to investigate the diversified
religious heritage of Yugoslavia,
with emphasis on that of the
Dubrovnik region.
Prominent Yugoslav painter
Branko Kovacevich will instruct
students in the fine arts of his
country. The class incorporates

both lectures and actual studio
work in painting and sculpture.
OTHER COURSE options include an advanced study of the
Serbo-Croatian language and an
independent study in Yugoslav
politics, economy, and sociology
for qualified students.
Participants in the summer program will be housed with Yugoslav families while at Sarajevo and
Dubrovnik. Several field excursions, including a home stay on a
Bosnian farm near Sarajevo, have
been planned for this time.
A ONE-WEEK BUS tour of
interior Yugoslavia will serve as a
break between the two academicsessions. Hailed by many students
last year as the highlight of their
summer,
the
trip
features
13th-15th century frescoes of several monasteries which remain ignored by tourists' Kodak cameras.
According to Petrovich, these
monasteries "depict the high level
of culture and artistic accomplishments of the peoples of Serbia,
Macedonia, and Montenegro."
TERMINATING the summer's
activities will be a group drama
tour and a two to four week
independent travel period. During
the two week drama tour, theater
students will perform American
and Yugoslav plays in SerboCroation for audiences in several
Yugoslav republics.
In addition to the Hopesponsored Dubrovnik program, a
semester program in Sarajevo has
been instituted this year by the
Great Lakes Colleges Association.
Six GLCA students, including
four from Hope, are currently
enrolled at the University of Sarajevo on an experimental basis.

PARTICIPATING Hope students
are
Michael Boonstra,
Lynda Boven, Michael Strazanac,
and Laura Tebben. Petrovich emphasized that the summer program is a pre-requisite for the fall
semester at Sarajevo.

5.

The required curriculum at
Sarajevo includes courses in the
Serbo-Croatian
language,
plus
studies of Yugoslav literature and
history. Students may take electives in such areas as music,
drama, and foreign languages.
THE AGENDA for the summer
program begins in late May with
an orientation session at Hope. All
students will depart from New
York for Belgrade on or about
May 31.
A
comprehensive
fee
of
$1,350, including transatlantic
travel, study and drama tours, and
academic programs in Sarajevo
and Dubrovnik is charged for the
summer. Petrovich pointed out
that scholarship aid will be available if Hope receives the HEW
grant applied for this fall.
Feb. 15, 1973 is the deadline
for application.

X
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Participants in last summer's Dubrovnik program pose in front of an
ancient Yugoslav monastery. Ten students from Hope were among the
26 who enrolled in the program.
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14TH CENTURY DECANI MONASTERY IN YUGOSLAVIA

National honorary
math fraternity
installed at Hope
The Michigan Delta Chapter of
Pi Mu Epsilon, national honorary
mathematics fraternity, was installed at Hope Nov. 9. Hope is
the fourth school in Michigan to
have a chapter; the others are
Michigan State University, the
University of Detroit and Andrews University.
Conducting the installation
ceremony and presenting the charter to the new chapter was Dr.
J.S. Frame, former chairman of
the mathematics department at
Michigan State and past national
president of Pi Mu Epsilon.
Students receiving a charter
membership are seniors Anne
Deckard, Mary Dykema, Laura
Eichhorn, Pamela Herta, Jeanne
Hoftiezer, Jocelyn Peterson, Gail
Werka and Mary Zaleta. Juniors
are Steve
Donnelly, Richard
Meyers, Charmaine Mrazek, and
Barbara Watt.
Also initiated were Dean Sommers, assistant professor of mathematics, and Dr. Herbert Dershem, assistant
professor of
mathematics.
Pi Mu Epsilon was established
at Syracuse University in 1903
and incorporated in 1914 as an
organization to promote scholarly
activity in mathematics among
students in academic institutions
and among the staffs of qualified
nonacademic institutions. Hope's
chapter is one of 164 active chapters throughout the country.

TAIWAN ENGLISH TEACHING PROJECT
two programs in one!!
Summer 7 3
Interns '73

2 months
14 months

15 people
6 people

PURPOSE:
- to provide a language learning program for Taiwanese university students
- to provide a situation in which Taiwanese Christian students may grow in Christian maturity and
non-Christian students may be introduced to the
Christian faith
- to provide a cross-cultural experience that will
foster a new understanding of both cultures as
well as a new appreciation of the relevance of
Christ for all cultures
REQUIREMENTS:
- college graduate, single and under 30 years of age
- interested in teaching English (experience not
necessary) and have a good grasp of English
grammar, spelling, composition and pronunciation
- have a thorough knowledge of the Christian faith
and the ability and desire to communicate it to
others
- must be flexible, friendly, out-going, able to
assume responsibility, and in good health
Most of the cost will be covered by the Reformed
Church in America
INTERESTED...?
WRITE

.Office of Human Resources
Reformed Church in America
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027
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Geology prof. Anderson
presents Antarctic study
Dr. John B. Anderson, assistant
professor of geology, recently
presented a paper entitled "A
Glacial-Marine Model Based on a
Study of the Weddell Sea" at the
1972 Geological Society of America's annual meeting in Minneapolis.
The paper reports the results of
the 1970 International Weddell
Sea Oceanographic Expedition to
the Antarctic and the physical and

'Opus' to sponsor
evening of poetry
in DCC Monday
Monday night the Opus will
sponsor the first session of a
bi-weekly poetry reading series
called
"Evenings of
Enlighte n m e n t . " The debut will feature
an "impromptu feast of readers,"
some reading their own poetry,
and some reading works by other
authors.
The first session, entitled "Pot
Luck," will take place Monday at
8:30 p.m. in the student lounge of
the
DeWitt
Cultural Center.
Reading their own poetry will be
Robert
Coughenour, associate
professor of religion, Darryl Johnson, Lynne Miller, and Steve Farrar. Walter Pancik, assistant professor of English, will read someone else's works.
Due to a lack of contributions,
the Opus will not be published
this month. The deadline for contributing has been moved to Dec.
1. The Opus will appear in December sometime before Christmas
vacation.

geological oceanographic knowledge gained from the expedition.
It presents a model which recognizes both recent and ancient
oceanographic and glacial conditions of the Antarctic as based
upon the chemistry of bottom
sediments and the fossil assemblages occurring within these
deposits.
Efforts to reconstruct the glacial history of the Antarctic are
presently being undertaken by
Anderson, and Dr. L.A. Frakes
and Fred Weaver of Florida State
University, using this model. Such
a model is of particular importance in determining prominent
glacial and oceanographic conditions in poorly accessible polar
regions.
Anderson joined the Hope
faculty in August after completing
his Ph.D. at Florida State University.

Philly semester
director DeHaan
to speak Tuesday
Dr. Robert DeHaan, director of
the GLCA Philadelphia Urban
Semester, will be on campus next
Tuesday. He will be available in
the Kletz to speak with students
desiring more information about
the Urban Semester.
Also, a special dinner is planned for Hope urban semester
alumni and students planning to
enroll in the Philadelphia program
next semester.
Students desiring information
should contact Dr. James Snook,
assistant professor of sociology.
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City of Holland may grant cable TV franchise
by D w t C M C o k

{

Holland, Michigan, may join
the growing number of cities
being serviced by a cable TV station if the city decides t o accept
one of the four bids for the
franchise submitted.
HOLLAND CITY
Manager
William Bopf stated that the four
bids were presently being evaluated by an outside consulting
firm. The bids were submitted
Sept. 25 of this year and the city
has until Dec. 25 to decide which
one, if any, it wants.
Bopf indicated that it is likely
that one of the four bids would be
accepted. The four companies
vying for the franchise are Booth
American
Company,
Detroit,
Michigan; General Electric Cablevision, Schenectedy, New York;
Continental Cablevision and Holland Cable TV.
THE BIDS EACH company
submits will be somewhat similar
since the city will require the firm
awarded the contract to provide
certain public services and pay a
set amount to the city for the
franchise, Bopf indicated. However, the firms may vary in the
amount cable subscribers will be
charged.

The TV cables would be strung
over the existing network of
utility poles, Bopf said. Ninety
percent of these poles are cityowned, the rest belonging to
Michigan Bell Telephone. A few
poles on the outskirts of the city
belong to Consumer's Power, he
added.
"THE COMPANY awarded the
franchise will pay the city an
annual rental fee of four dollars
per pole used," Bopf explained.
"We could have asked for a different arrangement but it would
have meant higher monthly rates
for subscribers."
"We could have asked for two
or three percent of the company's
profits each year but we are trying
to get the most service for the
least possible cost to subscribers."
HE ADDED THAT the city
will receive $ 18,000 per year from
the pole rental and fhat the
monthly cost to subscribers would
be between $5-7.
The city has also made provision that if the company goes
bankrupt the cost of removing the
cables would be borne by the
company and not by the city.
Another provision was that when
the city puts its cables under-

grouiid the cable TV company
would be required to follow rait.
1 0 P F WENT ON to say, "The
company receiving the franchise
will be required to provide two
free hookups to each public building in Holland. Public buildings
would include .such places as
schools, Holland Hospital, and
Hope College."
Several channels would be allocated to local organizations. This
will mean that Hope will have a
channel, the churches will have a
channel, the public schools, etc.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR of
Communications John Hopkins
and Director of the Academic
Equipment Center John Klungle
serve as advisors to Holland Cable
TV.
Hopkins explained that Holland Cable TV is a joint effort by
a group of Holland businessmen
and Century Cable Communications from Arizona.
"ABOUT TWO YEARS ago
John Klungle and I attempted to
organize local businessmen into a
company for cable TV." At that
time, however, the Federal Communications
Commission
had
placed a freeze on the granting of
cable TV franchises."

Income gap shown

HHRC reports on Chicanos
by Mark Cook
A recently released report by
the Holland Human Relations
Commission has confirmed the
generally held belief that Holland's largest minority group, the
Spanish Americans, do not enjoy
the same standard of living as the
white majority.
THE REPORT, entitled "Latino and Anglo in Holland, Michigan" was the work of a 16 member commission, including Associate Professor of Psychology David Myers. It compared the economic, housing and educational
characteristics of Holland's Anglos
and Latins based on data from the
1970 U.S. census.
The report shows that Holland's Latin families (a family
where one or more parents speak
Spanish) which comprise about
nine percent of the population of
the community, suffer in all three
of the above-mentioned areas. It
also indicates their condition in
Holland is less favorable than that
enjoyed by the Spanish language
population of the rest of the state.
IN THE AREA of employment
the Spanish employee holds a
professional, technical, managerial
or sales position only two percent
of the time, according to the
report, consequently he earns less.
In 1969 the median family income reported by Holland's Anglo
families was about $10,200, while
that of Latin families was only
$8,750.
Also, the report noted that the
average Spanish language house-

hold contained 5.2 persons, compared with the average Anglo
household of 3.1 persons. This
means that less money must go
farther for Chicanos, making the
actual living standard lower than
the statistics indicate.
IN HOUSING, for example,
while 60 percent of the Latin
families own their homes (77 percent of all housing units in Holland are over-occupied) the median estimated value of these homes
is $9,400 compared with the
$15,000 median estimated value
of all over-occupied homes in Holland.
Also, 90 percent of Spanish
language families live in housing
units built prior to 1950 (virtually
all within one and one-half mile of
Hope College) while 65 percent of
Holland's housing units were actually constructed before 1950.
THE REPORT'S most severe
indictment was in response to the
question: "Are there differences
in the formal education of Spanish language and other Holland
persons?"
"Yes, the biggest Latin-Aifiglo
gap of all was their differing educational attainments. Among all
Holland residents over the age of
25 about 52 percent graduated
from high school. The median
number of school years completed
was 12.1.
AMONG SPANISH language
persons over 25 about nine percent had graduated from high
school. The median number of
school years completed was one
half of the rest of the population,

about 6.1 years," the report
stated.
One of the few positive aspects
of the report was that "despite
these economic and educational
disadvantages there is a remarkable family solidarity among
Spanish language families."
ALSO, DESPITE the 12 percent figure of Spanish families
existing below the poverty level,
less than 10 percent are on welfare. Both these indicators tend to
dispel popular ideas regarding disadvantaged minority groups.
The commission's report does
not make any specific recommendations concerning the data it
has gathered. It gives as its reasons
for publishing the report: "First
to provide factual data to organizations and institutions in need of
it . . . (and) second to further
motivate the social conscience of
our community to do everything
in its power to reduce the inequalities between Latin and Anglo and
to promote integration and reconciliation."

"Last February the FCC lifted
its ban on franchises and the
decision was made to go into
partnership with an outside firm.
There was initial opposition to an
outside firm because of fear of
loss of local control and identification."
HOPKINS WENT ON to say
that economic concerns brought
about the decision for the partnership. It was felt that there would
be a better chance of obtaining

the franchise as well ss pursuadinf
people to subscribe if we hsd s
reputable firm behind us.
He added that a local committee of citizens will serve as an
advisory body for cable operations here.
HOPKINS FEELS THAT cable
TV will be accepted in Holland,
"especially when the townspeople
have the chance to see Johnny
playing football at Riverview Park
on TV."

Hope Human Rights Council
dying due to student apathy
Student apathy appears to have
struck a fatal blow to Hope's
Human Rights Council, according
to Dean for Academic Affairs
Morrette Rider.
RIDER EXPLAINED that administrative efforts to revive the
group this year met with poor
response and concluded that prospects look dim for initiating a
similar committee in the near future.
The resuscitative efforts were
necessary because several former
HRC members had graduated and
both faculty members had left the
group. Dr. Rhonda Rivera, formerly assistant professor of economics, left the college, and Dr.
David Myers, associate professor
of psychology, resigned from the
group.
MYERS, A PREPOTENT force
in the group since its inception,
noted that the HRC lost its vitality last year, finally ceasing to
meet sometime last spring. Myers
added that he had called virtually
all the meetings during the last
few months of the group's operation.
Rider emphasized the importance of student initiative in a
committee of this nature, stating
"If there is a need for a human
relations board on the campus,
students should take the responsibility for its implementation." At
the beginning of the year Rider,
however, did make a general plea
for renewed interest in the HRC.
ALTHOUGH he received membership nominations for six students, these must be approved by
the remaining two HRC members,
Rose Manus and Sidney Comissiong. They have not met with
Rider to consider the nominations.
The HRC was formed in
March, 1970 when racial tensions

at the college were rising and one
act of violence and two of disorderly conduct, both with racial
overtones, had been brought before the Judicial Board. Subsequent action provoked pleas by
blacks that they be represented on
the board.
THE BLACK Coalition also
called for the establishment of the
Human Rights Council, whose
broad goal would be to "influence
attitude change at the college."
Later approved by the Administrative Affairs Board, the HRC
subsequently brought the idea of
black and Chicano studies before
the college community and stimulated debate about the proper
relationship of the college to
blacks.
During the HRC's two years of
existence, the college addressed
itself to increasing black admissions and hired a black professor.
The HRC was instrumental in the
college's securing a house for on
campus dwelling by blacks. In the
fall of 1971 the council organized
a human relations retreat at
Marigold Lodge.
THE RETREAT brought nearly 40 black and white students
and staff members together for
three days and two nights of
intensive discussion of black history, elements of racism, foundations of human relations and a
number of other topics. It was
hoped that insights gained in the
retreat would be carried back to
the college community at large.
At present no provisions have
been made either to initiate a new
group or to revitalize the HRC.
However, President Gordon Van
Wylen is now seeking input of a
general nature from minorities on
campus, hopefully leading toward
better race relations here.

Joe
DeWitt Theatre
Four Shows

AAB discusses frosh
writing instruction Wed.

I

In its regular Wednesday meeting, the Academic Affairs Board
made suggestions for implementation of the English 113 requirement.
The board pointed out a need
for an increased use of programmed instruction in teaching
specific skills involved in the
course. The possibility of using a
programmed unit to teach footnoting and term paper writing was
one example discussed.
The possibility of allowing students to take Eng. 113 and Philosophy
113 concurrently was
brought up, and a possible junior
level writing course, either as a
supplement or alternative to Eng.
113 was suggested.
A report from the Writing Center, directed by Mrs. Ann Bratt,
showed that only 10 students are
using the center this semester. The

possibility of professors making
mandatory referrals of students to
the Writing Center based on proficiency test results was recommended by the board. No definite
action was taken.

7:00 and 9:30 PM
Friday and Saturday

Admission $1.00

Please... NO
FOOD, DRINKS
OR SMOKING
(of any kind)

VON INS
PIZZA WAGON
Free Delivery To
Dorms On Orders
Over $2.50
Call 396-5632
Restaurant & Billiards
102 River Ave.

in the theatre.
"Peter Boyle... for the 1970 Oscar as
best actor."... M.Y. TIMES
"Explosively funny. Loaded, harsh and
jmpassioned. Immensely sophisticated
piece of filmmaking."... L.A. TIMES
"Joe indeed is that rare movie you simply
HAVE to see
. JUDITH CRIST

" • • • % • Brilliantly conceived. Brilliantly
done. Devastatingly funny. One of the
most unforgettable characters I've ever
met on the screen."... N.Y. DAILY NEWS
"Another loaded 'Easy Rider.' A sleeper.
Fascinating. Joe is a fabulous character.
This striking film will be a hit."...
WASHINGTON POST

I
Four
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HRC: R.I.P.
This week's anchor contains an
article reporting that student apathy
seems t o be killing or perhaps to
have killed Hope's Human Rights
Council. Dean for Academic Affairs
Morrette Rider has revealed that
there exists among students a general
disinterest in reviving the group this
year.

anchor editorials
Even last year the HRC did little
if anything, meeting only at the
urging of Dr. David Myers. Consequently Rider and others in the
administration believe the HRC may
have outlived its purpose. If this is
the case, any attempt to perpetuate
or revive the group would be futile
and pointless.
This is by no means to imply a
failure of the HRC. In fact, for some
time after its inception early in 1970
the organization was highly successful in reducing racial tension on
campus and in alleviating several
grievances of blacks. It accomplished
much that was good and should be

allowed to die a respectable death,
resting on its laurels.
Also, because there no longer
seems t o be a need for a Human
Rights Council at Hope, it should
not be inferred that all is sweetness
and light; that all the misunderstandings and hang ups (on both sides of
the racial fence) which reared their
ugly heads in the spring of '70 have
suddenly vanished. It is much to
President Van Wylen's credit that he
realizes the need for dialogue to insure
that the needs of blacks and Chicanos
here are
made
known.
More
importantly, this may bring to the
body of the college the new health
which results from the excision of
tumult festering beneath its skin.
Van Wylen's efforts are positively
rather than negatively oriented; he
seeks not simply to avoid future
confrontations but to become acquainted with black students and to
involve them actively in campus affairs. We only caution the administration against the anglosizing of
minorities on campus. Uppermost in
the minds of those who seek to
really care should be fundamental
concern for the identity and worth
of minorities as individuals.

A fitting tribute
Monday Hope College will publicly announce its decision to name
its Academic Science Center after
Dr. and Mrs. Norman Vincent Peale.
Although they are neither Hope
alumni nor famous scientists, the
Peales have been deemed worthy this
honor by the Board of Trustees
because of their continuing support
of the college and influence in its
growth over the years. The Trustees
have long searched for a way to
honor this couple and the present
tribute is a very fitting one.
Significantly, the college is honoring the Peales not simply for their

financial support or for some large
gift but for a contribution in human
terms, something which can never be
expressed in dollars and cents. This is
of course not to belittle financial
gifts to the college, since without
such things as Kresge grants we
would have no science center to
name after the Peales.
It is, however, to praise Hope's
values, since by this act of tribute to
the Peales, friendship, loyalty and
service to the college have been
acknowledged as important as monetary contributions.

Readers speak out

Sees activism dying
Lord, I ran to fight in Thy holy cause,
but kept tripping, never reached the
scene of the struggle.
- S a u l Bellow,//erzo^, Viking Press, 1964.
What we are witnessing at Hope College
may not be the most contemptible outrage
in the history of Christendom but may be
the most contemptible fiasco in its history.
Jesus of Nazareth has been lost in the
shuffle of evengelism, replaced by Jesus the
Christ, saver of souls and bodies and the

dear editor
ticket to eternal rest. Let my terms be
clear: Jesus of Nazareth is the man whose
birth, ministry, death, and resurrection is
recorded in the gospels; Jesus the Christ is
Jesus of Nazareth plus the theologicohistorical significance attached by belief.
In light of the mass Christian movement
at Hope, it is of some importance to me to
reflect upon the nature of (he Christian
who reveals himself here. I am quite certain
that I am not a Christian in the popular
definition of the term as it is understood
by most Hope students. I prefer stain-glass
windows to felt-cloth banners. 1 did not
attend Explo '72. I do not read my Bible
daily or discuss it at prayer meetings. I do
not keep a prayer list.
My faith, no doubt, shares some similarities with that of the Ministry of
Christ's People, but my attitude and works
apparently do not. I find it increasingly
difficult to celebrate life, my own or
others, and I am having a hard time
discovering a meaningful sense of community with my fellow students.
I term the prevalent student mood
religious in the worst sense of the word.

escapist in result, other-worldly in focus,
indifferent and inactive in regard to the
political and social issues of the past and
present decades. I have been labelled as
embittered and inconsistent; once or twice
! have even been called a Christian, but 1
am none of these unless, with them, I am
found to be mildly hysterical at the terrifying repercussions of Jesus-freakery.
Three years ago, when I enrolled at
Hope, political activity, right or wrong, was
the mood of the campus; today it is
replaced by religious fervor and evangelism.
Disillusionment and despair are out of the
mainstream today, all gone; joy and celebration are in. As our own chaplain has
said, "It's easy enough to get kids to
rejoice these days. It's a lot harder to get
them to cry."
Questioning of basic moral problems is
out; Bible quoting is in. In my own
department, English classes are often
wasted by students disinterested in using
their critical intellects to discover literature; instead they are busily directing
literature to Jesus Christ or the Apocalypse. Now with the restatement of the
college's goals and purposes we are threatened by the possibility of clarification
which may indeed define us as an intellectually and spiritually closed Christian
community.
Personally, I am alternately enraged and
discouraged
by the regressive spirit
clutching the students. However, I must
only stomach what I see here for the
remainder of the academic year. After that
I am capable of calmly disregarding requests for alumni contributions to the
Build Hope Fund. For the present I am
interested in working within the system of
this institution only as this letter indicates
a fading, feeble outcry against the avenue
of action or inaction that the student body
is taking.
Martha R. Mulder
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A- pathetic victory
by Art Buchwald
Copyright © 1 9 7 2 , Los Angeles Times Syndicate

APATHY WINS IN LANDSLIDE! was
the headline in Wednesday morning's newspapers.
I WENT TO APATHY'S hotel headquarters in hopes of interviewing the winner, but his aides said he was resting.
"Did he have a tough night?" I asked.
"No, he's always resting. He sleeps a
lot."
REFUSING TO BE PUT off, 1 sneaked
up to his room and without knocking
walked in. Apathy was lying on his bed in
his underwear.
"I'm sorry to break in on y o u , " I said
apologetically.
Apathy yawned, "I couldn't care less."
"YOU APPARENTLY ARE the big
winner in this election. How do you feel
about it?"
"All right, I guess. I really didn't care if
I won or not. Frankly, I don't feel any
different now than I did before the race."
"THAT'S INTERESTING," I said writing very fast. "What made you enter the
campaign in the first place?"
"I was drafted," Apathy said. "Early in
the year the pollsters and pundits indicated
there was tremendous grassroots support
for Apathy in this country. It started when
people suddenly realized they might have
four more years of Nixon. Then McGovern
was nominated in Miami and that put the
clincher on it. People came to me and said,
'Apathy, this is your year.' Well, I didn't
have anything else to do so I agreed to
run."
"AND YOU DID WELL," I said. "Can
you tell me a little about the strategy you
used?"
"My strategy was not to do anything. I
let McGovern campaign on TV, I let Nixon
campaign on radio and I let Agnew and
Shriver go all over the country. The more
exposure they had the more Apathetic the
country became. By Election Day I was 75
points ahead in the polls."
"BUT SURELY YOU did something to
lull the country into a false sense of
complacency."

"I'm not being modest when I say I
didn't make a speech, issue a statement or
spend one cent on my campaign. But I got
all the press. The columnists and the
commentators kept talking about Apathy
in this campaign every day. Wherever
people gathered to discuss the election,
Apathy was the first thing mentioned.
Both parties were knocking themselves out
for their candidates, but I was the one who
got all the exposure."
"I IMAGINE," I said, "you became very
nervous when the Watergate bugging scandal broke."
"My staff panicked; they wanted me to
do something about it. They were afraid
the American people would lose their
Apathy after that. But I just told them to
sit tight. I knew it was impossible to get
the American people shook up about anything any more. And I was right. No matter
what came out on the Watergate the
electorate stayed Apathetic, and 1 didn't
lose a vote."
"WAS THERE ANY time during the
campaign when you felt you were in
trouble?"
"The only time I had a scare was when
technicians striking against CBS cut the
cables before the New York Jets - Washington Redskins game on Sunday."
"FOR THE FIRST TIME everyone in
the country was aroused and lost their
Apathy and I was afraid they would remain
infuriated until Election Day. But CBS
gave them all another football game to
watch and everybody went back to sleep."
"Apparently you've been given a mandate by the American people. What do you
intend to do with it?"
"NOTHING," APATHY said. "If I did
anything I'd just shake people u p . "
Mrs. Apathy came into the bedroom in
her slip, drinking a can of beer.
"How does it feel to be the First Lady
of the Land?" I asked her.
She shrugged and took a sip from the
can. "Beats the hell out of me."
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Co-ed Kollen Hall: it's all happening at the zoo
by Paul Timmer
*
f

The problem with co-ed dorms
is that they never fulfill people's
expectations. Those insisting on
the depravity of man a la Calvin
are no doubt amazed at the lack
of orgies in the laundry room.
People still living in the era of Bill
Haley and the Comets and Little
Richard decry the piteously few
panty raids and co-ed goldfish
swallowings.
AND OF COURSE, what
would past president of Hope,
Gerrit Kollen, think of what has
happened to the Frank Lloyd
Wright-inspired structure named
after him?
Students living in the Kollen
Hall co-ed experiment are doing
their best to put aside the Pandorian notion that it is Hope's
answer to Gomorrah. Dorm R.A.'s
have been charged with keeping
the peace.
ONE OF THE more popular
R.A.'s, who declined to be identified, listed several steps that have
been taken to "reduce the temptations." <4For example," she said,
" n o males are allowed in the west
wing of the building except during
guest hours.
"This means that the doors
leading to the west wing (women's

side) will be locked and only
women with keys can enter," she
declared. She confidently concluded that the only way a guy
could enter would be in the unlikely event that a girl would let
him in.
ASIDE FROM the measures
used to keep the sexes separated
after guest hours, Kollen Hall men
are kept from using the west side
of the basement, where such
essential items as the cigarette
machine and the laundry room are
housed. A disgruntled Kollen
man, apparently in the midst of a
"nic" fit, was seen running frantically to C, B and W last Saturday
night after guest hours.
Such hassles will have to be
tolerated until a more efficient
system is reached, according to
informed sources. "It is the first
year for co-ed living at Hope and
we still have a few things to iron
out," one R.A. said.
KOLLEN HALL is an interesting situation because it houses
the largest population of freshmen
on campus. No doubt unrelated
are comments regarding it as a
" z oo. " "Because we have water
fights, shaving-cream battles, and
swirlies in the dorm does not
mean that it is a zoo," one R.A.
stated. "1 have seen certain frater-

nities on campus engage in similar
activity," he concluded.
Mentioned above was the term
"swirlie." One men's floor in Kollen has become notorious for
giving them to residents celebrating birthdays. For those not
familiar with swirlies, briefly: the
cerebral portion of the body is
forcibly placed into the inner
sanctums of a toilet which is then
mercilessly flushed.
REGARDING activities such as
indulging in spirits, the R.A.'s
boldly maintain that "Kollen Hall
is as dry as . . . well . . . uh, we do
the best job we can.

At tne beginning of the year,
Kollen residents were informed
that "quiet hours" would be instituted. From 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. the
noise will be kept at a level
suitable for studying," an R.A.
said over the tranquil sounds of
Jimi Hendrix late one evening.
THERE HAD BEEN rumors of
an impending room-search due to
the alleged recent lifting of furniture from the study. One rip-off
artist, while lounging comfortably
on his sofa, had explained, "Hey,
man, I'm only going to borrow it
for awhile." Paranoid instincts

took over, however, as a possible
room check became imminent.
Most of the furniture was returned.
"Hope is concerned that each
student achieves intellectual development . . ." the Hope catalog
states. Although perhaps difficult
to imagine, a substantial amount
of studying is accomplished in
Kollen Hall.
If not, at least co-ed living
makes the dorm far from boring.
After all, what dorm can claim
that kisses were given from resident to resident as trick-or-treats
during their Halloween party?

brown knows

Adults or children?
by Peter Brown
Do you wonder how students are viewed by the
administration at this institution? It might come as
a shock if I were to tell you that although we are
legally adults we are treated here as sex-hungry,
irresponsible children. If you doubt this assumption,
I suggest you read the student handbook. The most
striking evidence of this assumption is the regulation
dealing with guest hours.

Music dept. will sponsor
faculty concert in Wichers
Hope's music department will
present its second chamber music
recital of the season Sunday at 3
p.m. in Wichers Auditorium.
Wanda Nigh Rider and Anthony
Kooiker, professor of
music, will perform Brahms'
"Sonata 1 in G Major, Op. 7 8 " for
violin and piano. In addition, Joan
Conway, assistant professor of
music, Gail Wamaar, teaching
associate in music, and Douglas
Voiler will present "Trio for
Piano, Oboe, and Bassoon" by

Francis Poulenc.
Concluding the program, the
Hope College Brass Quintet will
perform "Four Dances" of Bernard Heiden and "Lied" of Ludwig Maurer, featuring the quintet's tuba player Carl Dephouse.
Other members of the quintet are
Donald
Wamaar
and
Kevin
McMullin, trumpets; Associate
Professor of Music, Robert Cecil,
horn; and Director of Student
Activities John Jackson, trombone.

GUEST HOURS ARE A relatively recent addition to the Hope campus. I might even applaud this
improvement in the social atmosphere if it were not
for the dirty, back-handed way they are justified.
We do not technically have guest hours for social
intercourse, but rather for "improved co-educational study." At least that is how guest hours are
justified. The only problem with this justification is
that guest hours are suspended during exam time.
If parietals are for the purpose of improving the
"studying atmosphere" between the sexes, why are
they suspended during the time when the most
studying is going on? If we are satisfied with the
college's justification, we are either ignorant or
gullible; perhaps both.
THE PROBLEM, THOUGH, is not the underhanded way in which guest hours were brought
about, but rather parietal hours in general. Why do
we even have a limit on parietals? When a person
rents an apartment does he let the landlord dictate
personal matters such as who is allowed in his room
and when?
As an adult, I question the very legality by which
the college dictates these personal decisions. Regardless of the justification they have proposed for us to
swallow, the reason is very apparent.

THE PEOPLE RUNNING this school feel that
students left regulating their own personal life will
engage in sexual promiscuity. The administration
has classified us not as intelligent students, but
rather as rabbits.
As I see it there are two obstacles to change. The
first obstacle is the "contributing" churches. Let's
face it, many churches contribute to Hope because
it represents one of the last strongholds for Victorianism. Take away the Victorian policies at Hope
and we might lose contributions.
THE SECOND OBSTACLE is the Puritan attitudes of some parents. The fact is that some
students are sent here because their parents want
them sheltered from the so-called "new morality."
Together these two forces will deter change regardless of the desires of the overwhelming majority of
students.
Change will come only when the stagnant forces
realize the futility of their policy. Their attitude
toward parietals is futile because the preponderance
of sex is not dependent upon certain rules. Trying
to limit sexual activity by locking doors is like
trying to convert the Pope to the Dutch Reformed
religion. Open dorms at all times may change the
quality, but not the quantity of sexual activityL
IT IS ABOUT TIME that students were treated
as legal adults and given responsibilities as adults. A
very real part of one's education is learning how to
assume and cope with responsibilities. Restricting
and regulating the personal affairs of students is
cheating them from learning how to deal with
reality.
In my opinion, Hope's guest hour policy is a
denial of an important social aspect of a student's
liberal arts education.

The Best of Peanuts
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Algiers' Panthers: few plans, hazy goals
by Robert
Ahernatite Featerra Service
It was a long drive through the
hilly Arab suburbs past the many
narrow winding streets of the Old
City, and past the women in their
traditional wraps with only one
eye showing as in a portable
womb, but finally we got there.
IT WAS ALMOST surreal:
after being plunged into a world
so pervasively foreign, here was a
blue clay house with a gold sign
on its gate reading "Black Panther
Party International." And glancing upward, we saw them there
hanging out on the porch - as if
suddenly we were in West Oakland.
There were about 15 or 20
Panthers. (At one time, they'd
numbered close to 200 in Algiers.)
They said Eldridge was still somewhere in Algeria, but no one knew
exactly where, as he'd officially
split from the Party.
THE PANTHERS explained
that the Algerian government had
donated the villa, which had been
formerly occupied by the Vietnamese NLF delegation. Despite
caustic remarks we made about
Algeria and its allegedly "revolutionary" government, the Panthers insisted that Algeria, as an
underdeveloped country itself,
relates well to the Third World
and displays strong solidarity with
Third World struggles.
There is some truth to this:
just about every liberation group
in the Third World has offices in
Algiers. Algeria gives material
support to liberation movements
such as those in Guinea-Bissau
(PA1GC), Angola (MPLA), and
Mozambique
(FRELIMO);
it
offers asylum to political refugees,
and also trains guerrillas for liberation armies. •
1 TRIED TO explain to the
Panthers that they should heed
the warning that although Algeria
makes such gestures of PanAfrican solidarity, this pose

obscures the government's basic
nationalism, which has steadily
intensified since the 1965 coup
that deposed Ahmed Ben Bella
and brought Houari Boumedienne
to power.
As we continued our conversation, it becamd apparent that the
Panthers were quite isolated. The
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how feel that armed revolt is
about to break out in America.
The Algiers headquarters, until
their recent confrontation with
the Algerian government, was
used basically as an information
center to disseminate Third World
information, and as a point of
departure for travels to the Third
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breach between the Algiers faction and the Newton-Seale faction
(Newton denounces them as
"renegade dogs") was so complete
that even Connie, who had been
Newton's secretary until the split
in '70, had little to say about the
whole affair.
ONE THING WAS clear: they
were completely out of touch
with political reality in the U.S.,
partly due to a lack of information, and partly for ideological
reasons. They explained their ties
back home on the coast were
underground, "Gettin' ready to
plug in." Like Cleaver, they some

Help Wanted
WOMEN
15 Women Wanted For
-Telephone Survey Work • FULL TIME AND PART TIME
• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
• HOURLY WAGE PLUS COMMISSION
Apply 246 River Avenue
Suite 214

Help Wanted
MALE
15 Men Wanted For
-Light Delivery Work-

World and the Western imperialist
countriet; many of the Panthers
had been to North Korea, the
Middle East, and parts of Africa.
THEY CLAIMED to have
established some close ties in
Congo-Brazzaville, where Marien
N'Gouabi, allegedly a Maoist, has
established a People's Republic.
The Panthers who weren't in complete exile from the West moved
about Europe trying to get
support. Recently, they received a
VW bus from a German support
group.
Some just used the base for
specific projects. Others, like
Sekou, whom we spent much time
speaking with, had no choice. He
just smiled when I asked him what
they wanted him for in the States.
"I captained my own ship out of
Babylon," he replied, referring to
a plane he had hijacked in New
York. He had been exiled there
for two years, and if not for the
belief that the revolution was
around the corner, I doubt if he
would have maintained his sanity.
UNFORTUNATELY, the "Revolutionary Peoples Communication Network", consisting of a
Telex and a telephone, along with
other activities, have virtually
ceased recently; as the Panthers
ran up large bills on their information projects, the government
has suspended service.

The recent hijackings by Panther associates and $1.5 million in
ransom
money
have proved
embarrassing to the government,
which, although no formal diplomatic relations exist, has begun
making overtures to the U.S.
THE ALGERIAN government
not only has a multi-billion dollar
deal pending with El Paso Gas
Company for the export of liquid
gas, but has also been borrowing
from private American banks as
well as from the Export-Import
Bank. With this in mind, it is not
surprising
that
the
Algerian
government not only denied Cleaver's request for the ransom
money, to be used for "revolutionary purposes," but at one
point, even placed the Panthers
under house arrest.
The Panthers' political shock at
discovering Algeria's true priorities has caused the Panthers to
begin planning to move on. With
all functions except those pertaining to their own survival virtually
halted, the Panthers have worn
out their welcome in Algeria.
Latest rumors have it they are
moving
"somewhere
in
the
Mother Country" (Africa). They
are to go either to Conakry,
Guinea, or to Dar Es Salaam,
Tanzania, the last real strongholds
of Pan-African sentiment.
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Roots and fruits
by Bob Van Voorst
The most urgent crisis confronting Christ's
people today is a growing dichotomy between the
Christian life-styles of inner spirituality and outer
service.
BY "INNER SPIRITUALITY" we mean a concern with the life of devotion, peace with God. and
a sense of personal cleansing through Jesus Christ;
by "outer service" we mean a Christian concern
with social service to mankind, a concern which
sometimes manifests itself in political activism, and
a sense of personal devotion to meeting the needs of
men.
That a dichotomy exists suggests that these two
forces have been polarized. Any knowledgeable
observer of the contemporary American church
scene knows this to be the case.
THE "SOCIAL GOSPEL" and the "transcendental gospel," representing the forces of outer
service and inner spirituality, have been warring
since the 19th century, each trying to vindicate its
own claims and simultaneously discredit the other.
This battle can be seen to some extent on the
campus of our own college, as socially- and
spiritually-minded Christians often view each other
with suspicion and hostility.
This week's column will be devoted to explaining
this unholy fracture and attempting some solutions.
Why does this division exist? What kind of vision
could restore integrity and heal the divided Christian witness?
THIS DICHOTOMY EXISTS because too many
Christians have only a partial grasp of the total
meaning of the gospel. An examination of some
common attitudes toward the doctrine of hope may
serve to illustrate this point. Many Christians of
yesterday and today suspect a hope in the next
world because they claim it diminishes an active
concern for this world, what we call the "here and
now."
A common cliche often bandied about is that
those concerned with inner spirituality look for "a
pie in the sky by and by," and because of this hope
neglect the cry of the hungry, the poor, and the
persecuted about them..
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YET TRUE HOPE in the next world does not
inhibit action in our world, in the here and now.
Rather, it gives the Christian both a model for his
work in and for this world, and a conviction that his
actions in the here and now have an eternal
significance.
The Christian whose outer service springs from
inner spirituality first looks to the next world as a
model for his work in this world. "Thy kingdom
come, thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven"
tells all Christians that social action in this world is
to be patterned on the eternal will of God.
SECONDLY, THE CHRISTIAN whose action
springs from inner spirituality knows that his
actions have an enduring, eternal significance St.
Paul ends a stirring chapter on hope, I Corinthians
15, with a verse that urges us: "Therefore, my
beloved brethren, be steadfast and immovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, for you
know that in the Lord your labor cannot be lost."
The eternal character of our actions in this world
is the subject of an apocalyptic judgment scene in
Matt. 25:31-46; here the King says to his redeemed,
"Inasmuch as you have done it to the least of these
my brethren, you have done it unto me."
THE CUP OF COLD water offered in the name
of Christ may be forgotten by its recipient, but God
remembers our every act of kindness. Hope in the
next world, therefore, can give direction and
strength to all those who seek to live a life of service
to man in the greater service of the Father of all
men.
A vision of integrity recognizes that the gospel of
social concern and the gospel of personal spirituality
are only different arms of the same gospel. Spirituality and service need each other for the stimulation
and growth of the whole man. Just as a tree cannot
bear fruit without first having an adequate root
system, so too all fruitful concern for our fellow
man must be rooted in a personal devotion to God.
Yet we must hasten to add that a life of
well-rooted spirituality must bear good fruits of love
and concern for our fellow man. Roots and fruits
are necessary and complementary; together they
will restore personal and corporate integrity and
further the cause of God in this world and the next.
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Nelson to perform Nov. 29

Rick Nelson and the Stone
Canyon Band will appear in concert in the Holland Civic Center
^
Nov. 29 at 8 p.m.
%
TICKETS FOR THE concert,
sponsored by the Student Activi' t i e s Committee, will be $2.50 in
advance and $3.50 at the door.
They can be purchased after Nov.
20 in the Student Activities Office.
Remembered for his years on
4t
The Adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet" television program. Rick
Nelson recorded, in the 1950 , s,
songs such as '/Poor Little F o o l / '
t4
Lonesome Town," and 'Travelin' Man." In the early ' 6 0 ^ he
appeared in several movies, including "Rio Bravo" and "The
Wackiest Ship in the Army," and
a TV series, "Malibu U." He then
donned the image of a country
singer, cutting two country albums.
NELSON S CAREER changed
directions when he released Bob
Dylan's "She Belongs to Me." The
success of that record brought
him another new image, and he
began appearing in college concerts.
His present popularity, and
that of his latest record, "Garden
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Party," is attributed to the nostalgia trend sweeping the country.
Coronet magazine said "thousands
of
under-30
Americans
are
looking back longingly . . . to the
50's, the era of low slung cars,
leather jackets, garrison belts, and
drive-ins."
THIS IS A HANDY backdrop
for early rock and roll artists to

stage "that most poignant, most
difficult, and sometimes most
embarrassing of show-biz scenarios, 4 the comeback."'
Nelson now performs in a
country-flavored, casual style. He
is backed by the Stone Canyon
Band, composed of Steve Love on
bass, drummer Pat Shanahan,
Alan Kemp on guitar and Tom
Brumley playing steel.guitar.

Convocation, holiday cause
schedule change next week
Class schedules will be altered
next Monday in order to allow
students to attend a convocation
honoring Dr. and Mrs. Norman
Vincent Peale at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
First period will be held from 8
to 8:50 a.m., second period from
9 to 9:50, third period from 10 to
10:50, fourth period from 11:40
to 12:20, and fifth period from
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. After fifth

period the classes will be held at
normal times.
There is also a change in class
schedule due to the Thanksgiving
holiday.
Wednesday classes will be held
on Monday. Tuesday's classes will
follow the Thursday schedule and
Wednesday's classes will follow
the Friday schedule. Classes will
be dismissed at 4:20 p.m. Wednesday for the recess.

Holds free clinics

Health Dept. combats VD
Editor's note: This is anchor
reporter Tamara Cooke's second
article in a series dealing with
local health services. This week
she interviews the head of Ottawa
County's venereal disease clinic.
Young people seem to have
adopted as their credo Ernest
Hemingway's statement: "What is
moral is what you feel good after,
and what is immoral is what you
feel bad after," with at least one
adverse consequence: venereal
disease.
Gonorrhea is now Michigan's
leading communicable disease.
For four years the Ottawa County
Health Department has had a special clinic serving those with VD
and those who suspect they may
have it.
JoAnn Lemmen, head of the
VD clinic, revealed some statistics.
"The total number of cases in
Michigan for 1971 was 22,259. Of
this number, 4,800 were syphilis
cases in all stages."
Sixty-seven percent of the
22,259 were under 25 years of
age, 25 percent were in the 25-34
year bracket, and eight percent
were over 35, she said, adding
that these statistics are only of
cases reported. She believes there
were far more people with the
disease. Seventy-three percent of
the number were males.
"I believe that the reason for
this high percentage of males is
because the symptoms are more
noticeable for men than for
women," Ms. Lemmen said. In
Michigan, 94 percent of the cases
are concentrated in 16 counties.
Ottawa County ranks 13th in
gonorrhea cases.
Old wives tales often have prevented people from seeking the
truth about the origin of syphilis

I
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MIAA all-sports
race ends in tie
between Hope, K
After completion of the fall
sports program, Hope and Kalamazoo College stood knotted for
the lead in the MIAA all-sports
race. Both schools had 32 points
apiece. (Standings are based on a
12-10-8-6-4-2-0 finish formula.)
Hope received their points for
a first place finish in soccer, a
second in cross-country, a third in
football, and a sixth in golf.
Kalamazoo garnered their points
by finishing first in cross-country,
second in golf, fourth in soccer,
and fifth in football.
Albion, Alma, Calvin, Olivet,
and Adrian followed Hope and
Kalamazoo
in third through
seventh places respectively.

and gonorrhea. Some people still
believe the diseases just " h a p p e n "
to a person. Some even believe
they can be contracted from
water, food, air, toilet seats, door
handles, drinking fountains, or
eating utensils.
Ms. Lemmen dispelled these
illusions with
one sentence:
"Syphilis and gonorrhea are
caught from persons who have
t h e m - t h r o u g h sex relations," and
then cited some factors in the
recent upsurge of VD. "The reasons vary, but I believe the main
reasons for the spread of the
disease are increased promiscuity,
lack of education, homosexuality,
and an unwillingness to report the
disease," she said.
To combat the spread of VD,
the Health Department holds two

Deadline Tuesday
to form teams
for intramurals
With snow already on the
ground, winter intramurals will
begin soon. This year basketball,
handball, bowling, and floor
hockey will be available for Hope
students.
Interested
students
should
form teams and report them to
Coach Gene Brown or the physical education secretary by next
Tuesday.
Intramurals, which will integrate both independents and fraternities this year, are open to all
students who are not participating
in a winter sport.
Five team members are required for basketball, four for
handball, five for bowling, and six
for floor hockey. Students are
permitted to participate in as
many intramural sports as they
desire.

free clinics every Thursday and
Friday all day, where patients are
tested and treated. All cases are
confidential. In addition, males
are interviewed for contacts in
order to get to the bottom of each
case.
If a male has syphilis, every
person he has been involved with
is contacted, examined, and
treated. "Last year 4,000 people
died in Michigan as a direct result
of syphilis," Ms. Lemmen said.
In 1958 a law was passed permitting minors to seek and receive
treatment without parental permission. "Because of the confidentiality of the work, those
under 21 can come to us without
their parents' knowledge," Ms.
Lemmen stated. "Also, because of
the confidentiality of the treatment, people with the disease can
continue to work." Laws also
exist which allow the Health
Department to force people to
come in for treatment. "This is a
dangerous disease. A person can't
treat himself," she said.
Dr. Paul J. Christenson, Medical Director of the health center,
examines and treats all VD cases.
Penicillin is the usual method of
treatment.
Ms. Lemmen reported that in
November, a movie concerning
VD will be shown at Grand Valley
State College, entitled VD-Blues.
"This movie doesn't pull any
punches; it's not necessary to
scare anyone about VD," she said.
"It's not our job to moralize to
the w o r l d - b u t to detect, treat,
and educate," she concluded.

The Stag
BARBER AND
STYLING
SHOP
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THE UNCOMMON BOX WITH THE
UTTERLY UNCOMMON BARGAIN INSIDE

SuperboxM has over $5.00 worth of personal care products
in regular retail sizes for only 99c. In both the men's and
women's Superbox you'll find a Gillette Trac II Razor, which
alone makes the Superbox a good deal. But there's much more.
This unique bargain is brought to you only once a year by
Superbox, Davenport, Iowa.
All the products listed below are in each Superbox
Superbox

Styling
Razor Cuts
Coloring
Wigs

for womon

Trac il by Gillette
Crazylegs Shaving Gel
T a m e Cream Rinse
Soft & Dri Deodor.-iMi
Foot Guard
Lemon Up S h a m p o o
My Own Towlettes
Cepacol Lozenges

Come i n nmJ buv

Located at 331 College
(2-blocks So. of chapel)
392-1112
Randall Driesenga, Owner

"'M

Superbox

for men

Trac II by Gillette
Fdqe Shave Cream
Man-Power Deodorant
Rufferin

MnrLeans toothpaste
n.ur Hotliner Pen
O p i c o l Lozenges

Superbox a t

Hope-Geneva
Bookstore
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End season 6-2-1

Gridders win big over Circle
by Dick Bloemendaal
Playing before 2,200 fans in
cavernous Soldier Field in Chicago
Saturday, Hope College concluded
its most successful football season
in 13 years by defeating the Chicago Circle Chikas, 32-14.
THE FLYING Dutchmen end
with a 6-2-1 record, their best
since 1959 when Hope finished
8-1.
Sophomore Jim Wojcicki, starting at quarterback for the first
time in his college career, fired
four touchdown passes during the
contest: one to Dave Johnson and
three more to Gary Constant.
WOJCICKI, WHO usually plays
at defensive back, moved into the
signal-calling position for the
game, as Coach Ray Smith opted
to move Bob Carlson, the regular

A Hope ball carrier plows ahead for a gain as the University of Illinois
Chicago Circle Campus went down to defeat, 32-14. The game was
played at Soldier's Field in Chicago on artificial turf, a double first for
the Flying Dutchmen.

K harriers edge Hope
to win MIAA title
In one of the closest meets in
the history of the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association,
Kalamazoo College edged out
Hope by three points in the cross
country field days held at Calvin
Nov. 8. Hope had needed to beat
Kazoo in order to tie for the
league title.
CLARE KREGER OF Alma
ran away from the field, taking
first place easily. His time of
27:03 beat out second place
finisher Stuart Scholl by 32
seconds. Both Kreger and Scholl,
Hope's highest finisher, were
placed on the all-MIAA cross
country team.
Phil Ceeley repeated as allconference by nailing down fifth
place in the meet with a time of
27:48. Between Scholl and Ceeley
were Bruce Johnson and Richard
Conway of Kalamazoo. They also
received all-conference honors.
BRIAN CLAXTON (28:13)
and Glenn Powers (28:14) placed
eighth and ninth respectively,
adding points to the Hope total.
The fifth runner for Hope was

Marty Stark, who finished 15th
overall. The race marked his best
effort ever for the Dutch. Randy
Lawrence, though not contributing any team points, placed 22nd
with a time of 29:07.
Kalamazoo runners finished
third, fourth, sixth, 11th, 12th,
and 24th. Hope and Kazoo were
the only teams to place all of their
runners in the top 25.
FOLLOWING K and Hope in
team scoring were Alma (70), Albion (76), Adrian (121), and
Calvin (160). Calvin did not place
a runner in the top 25. Olivet sent
only one runner to the meet
because of illness on the team;
they didn't qualify for a team
total.
Saturday, the MIAA went to
Wheaton, Illinois to run in the
NCAA Small College Cross Country
Championships.
Kreger
finished 120th to pace the MIAA.
Hope's Stuart Scholl finished
150th, Hope's best. Having run
five miles Wednesday affected the
performance of the MIAA runners
in this meet.

Eight Hope athletes named
as all-MIAA in fall sports
All-conference selections in
football and soccer were announced yesterday by the MIAA.
Hope placed four players on each
squad, giving the Dutch a total of
10 athletes on the fall all-league
teams.
In football, seniors Doug Smith
and Ted Albrecht, both of Grand
Rapids, repeated as all-MIAA.
Smith won honors as a defensive
back, while Albrecht claimed an
end spot.
On
offense,
senior
Pete
Semeyn of Muskegon and Zeeland
junior Bob Lamer were chosen for
the season ending tributes. Semeyn is a guard and Lamer is a
halfback.
The league's Most Valuable
award went to Alma senior Rick
Johnson. Johnson was all-league
on both offense and defense. He
was the league's leading scorer,
caught 18 passes against MIAA
opponents, and did all of Alma's
kicking. Albrecht was Hope's
nominee for the award.
Hope's Jeff Winne was selected
as honorable mention guard, while
on defense, Dave Yeiter, Gerrit
Crandall, Jim Wojcicki, and Dave
Johnson all received honorable
mention honors.
Four of Hope's soccer players
garnered all-league honors. On offense, Mark Van Voorst and Dave
Phillips were named. Tom Grundvig and Rich Lopez repeated as
first team defense.
Three players were named to

the second team. John White and
Glenn Swier on offense, and Mike
Sashenowski on defense were the
recipients of these honors.
Honorable mention went to
Abdul al Mawlawi, Kurt Avery,
Francis Kaminski, and Bob Luidens.
The league's Most Valuable was
awarded to Calvin's Tom Van
Tongeren, a sophomore from
Grand Rapids. He is an all-around
player, scoring eight goals and
assisting on six others during the
course of the season.

Renner attempts
to resurrect
'71 Milestone
Director of Public Information
Tom Renner has announced that
preparation of the 1971 Milestone
is progressing.
He stated that all faculty and
student pages have been finished
with only the activity pages remaining to be completed. Renner
hopes to use exam week to work
on the book, but declined to
project a completion date.
Renner added that although
the publishing company is under
no obligation to meet a deadline it
has assured full and prompt
printing once the copy has been
)repared.

THE DUTCH SCORED with
the game less than four minutes
old, as Wojo fired a 38-yard
touchdown pass to co-captain
Dave Johnson for the first score
of the game. Freshman kicker Bob
Miller added the first of his two
extra points for a 7-1 tally.
Wilson lofted a 52-yard touchdown aerial to end Don August
soon after that though, and Lou
Tancabel soccer-kicked the ball
through the uprights to knot the
score at 7-7.
BOB LAMER SCORED his
ninth touchdown of the season
from the four-yard line later in
the half, and Hope regained the
lead 13-7, as the PAT was missed.
Wojcicki, shooting a 42-yard
scoring pass to wingback Gary
Constant, who played his finest
game of the season, put the
Dutchmen out of reach in the
second half s opening minutes.
LATER IN THE third period,
Constant scored on 64 and 42yard receptions, and Bob Miller
chipped in with an extra point.
Keith Wojtal closed out Chicago's scoring with a 20-yard grab
from Wilson. Tancabel added the
extra point as the Chikas tacked
14 points onto their entire season's output of 19 with the conclusion of play.
THE GAME WASN'T decided
until the final five minutes of
play, as winless Chicago Circle
kept it tight by recovering three
Hope fumbles and intercepting a
pass.
For
the
Dutchmen,
Jim
Ritcheske intercepted two Chicago Circle passes while teammate
Dave Johnson snared one. Both
linebacker Mark Bolthouse and
Steve Schmidt managed fumble
recoveries.

U of I Exhibition
of Intaglio prints
featured in DCC
An exhibition of 51 Intaglio
prints from the University of Iowa
is on display in the art gallery of
the DeWitt Cultural Center.
The exhibition consists of one
print by Mauricio Lasansky and
50 prints by 43 graduate students
who received the bulk of their
training under the supervision of
Lasansky at the University of
Iowa during a 25 year period.

SUPPORT

sports highlight

Spirit boosts Dutch
by Merlin Whiteman
In assessing the recently completed football
season, leadership has to be considered the key
ingredient for the winning season. This element was
emphasized time and time again throughout the
season by Head Coach Ray Smith.
FACTIONS AND CONFLICTS never make for a
successful season. This year's football team easily
could have broken down into conflicting factions, if
it had not been for the leadership displayed by the
seniors, and especially the triumvirate of Dave
Johnson, Pete Semeyn, and Doug Smith.
Another reason for the successful season was the
team's attitude. One can talk about an inspirational
coach, but even the presence of a Vince Lombardi
will be wasted if the individual player does not want
to play and play to win. There were a lot of
"hungry" players out there for Hope who wanted to
win; this spirit was reflected in their success.
SOME READERS MAY question using the word
successful to describe the season. True, the team
lost the championship, but no one in the league
expected them to come as close as they did. Even
Coach Smith admitted the Dutch did better than
the staff expected.
Another reason for success was the play of the
defense, the most inexperienced part of the team at
the beginning of the year. However, it was defense
that beat the undefeated Alma Scots and held
Kazoo scoreless in the mud of Angel Field.
THINGS LOOK BRIGHT for next year. On
defense the Dutch will lose only three players:
Johnson, Smith, and Ted Albrecht. All three leave
Hope with impressive records.
Smith has been all-conference three years straight
from his saftey-man position, has intercepted 12
passes, and has been Hope's punter. Johnson has
intercepted 15 passes from linebacker and defensive

quarterback, into the Hope defensive secondary.
Dwight Wilson, Carlson's Chicago Circle counterpart, was the
sole reason for this abrupt personnel change. The Chika signal-caller
possesses perhaps the strongest
arm the Dutch met ill season. As
it turned out, Wilson finished the
afternoon with 216 yards through
the air lanes, throwing for two
touchdowns.
WOJCICKI COMPLETED nine
of 16 passes for 232 yards and
added 39 yards rushing for the
Blue-and-Orange, as the Hope
quarterback made a fine showing.
Junior tailback Bob Lamer
added his name to the Hope
record book when his 153 yards
rushing gave him a season total of
1,316. The old mark of 1,284 was
set just a year ago by Greg Voss.

back positions, and was the team's second leading
pass receiver this year running from tight end.
Albrecht was twice all-MIAA and was Hope's
nominee for the league's MVP award this year.
THE ENTIRE INTERIOR line of the defense
will return as will both linebackers. Five players saw
most of the action in the line and will fight it out
next year. They include Craig Van Tuinen, Dave
Yeiter, Paul Cornell, Steve Schmidt, and Ron
Posthuma. Linebackers returning are Gerrit Crandell
and Ron Bolthouse.
A number of experienced defensive backs return.
They include juniors Bob Lamer and Jim Bosscher,
sophomores Jim Wojcicki and Bob Carlson, and
freshman Jim Ritcheske.
THE OFFENSIVE LINE will be hit heavily by
graduation. Gone will be the finest pair of guards
Hope ever had, i.e. Pete Semeyn and Jeff Winne.
These two have been responsible for a substantial
amount of Hope's running success. Also graduating
is tackle Bob Tiggleman. Only junior Bob Kibbey
returns to the " p i t " .
Three receivers return to catch passes from any
of three quarterbacks. Ends Gary Constant, Bob
Lees, and Mark Meyers accounted for 58 percent of
Hope's pass receptions. The three returning quarterbacks are Bob Carlson, Jim Wojcicki, and Tim Van
Heest.
One problem Smith will face next year is what to
do with all the talent he has in the backfield. Greg
Voss, who has gained over 1000 yards each year he
has been at Hope, will be healthy next season. Bob
Lamer, the player who broke Voss' season rushing
record, will be back. And at the halfback position,
three men will fight for the job - Chuck Brooks,
Darryl Brown, and this year's regular fullback Ed
Sanders.

THE TULIP CITY
ROD & GUN CLUB
FOR BOAT LAUNCHING SITES & TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR YOUNG MEN OF HUNTING AGE.
PHONES ARE R I N G I N G THROUGH OUT THE HOLLAND AREA ASKING
THE MAGIC Q U E S T I O N . . .
IF YOU CAN ANSWER A SIMPLE QUESTION CORRECTLY YOU WILL
BECOME ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE OVER $150.00 IN FREE MERCHANDISE,
SERVICES, A N D GIFTS FOR ONLY $16.95

THE PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS ARE:
Reliable Cycle & Ski Haus
Kirby Co, of Holland
M r , Roberts
Paramount Rollercade
A & B Rental
Golden Eight Ball
Dave Greener's Shell
Thriftv Mart Cleaning Center
Lakesnore Central Sewing
Firestone
Gary's Sunoco Service
B. F. Goodrich
Powder Puff

La Belleza Hairstyling
Huizenga's Auto Service
High Fashion Beauty
Jack's Restaurant
Skip's Pharmacy
Dog ' N Suds
Muzzy's
The Sugar Plum
Village Inn Pizza Parlor
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Bimbo Burger
Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio

THIS PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY
THE TULIP CITY ROD AND GUN CLUB
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL - 3 9 6 - 2 4 3 4

